Electoral campaigning ends
Capp, McLaughlin air issues at Keenan forum

by Mary Beth Mungovan and Jim Eder Staff Reporters

Student Body President and Vice-President candidates Ray Capp-Greg Ericksen and Pat McLaughlin-Frank Flanagan ended their campaigning for Friday's run-off election by participating in a forum in Keenan Hall. The forum followed an appearance with Father James Burtchall, university provost, on the WSND "Contact" broadcast last night at 10 p.m.

During the WSND "Contact" program, both candidates stressed views in the final hours of the campaign they felt needed emphasis.

Ray Capp stated his campaign "has been labeled as 'service-oriented,'" because of his proposals for winter sports in Stepan Center, a meat co-op and others. He stated that "there has been a failure to recognize that we have strong platform ideas concerning work with the administration. We want to find out what students want—this means polling, this means going door to door—and then bring their ideas to the administration."

Pat McLaughlin emphasized the need for a fulfillment of Notre Dame's commitment to coeducation. "There is a definite need for a community-type group where coeducational interaction can take place," he stated.

Capp explained his plans for bringing social activities back to the halls and the Student Union in these plans. LaFortune would be used for student government activities with the money going back to the halls through the House Budget.

Concerning coeducation, Father Burtchall posed the question to both candidates of why no women were running for the office of Student Body President.

McLaughlin explained that there were many women working on all the campaigns but, as he said, "Most of the women I've talked to don't think it's politically viable for women to run for the office."

Capp accounted for it by stating that "many girls feel that coeducation is not only in the classroom but in the social atmosphere as well." He felt that student government and the University "must make Student Government more than mere numbers."

Both candidates felt that many women made enthusiastic and worthwhile contributions in both campaigns.

In response to the complaint that Capp has no experience in campus-wide politics, having never served on the Presidents' Council or the Student Life Council, Capp explained that last year he was a foreign study student in Japan.

"Since my return," he added, "I have been very active in many groups on campus."

McLaughlin responded to the claim that he has made no concrete proposals by stating that "our proposals are common sense proposals. We don't promise anything we can't pull off or carry out."

Both candidates indicated that they will try to draw upon people ideas which have emerged in this campaign to execute the Student Government after the election.

Forum in Keenan

Speaking at the Keenan Hall forum, Pat McLaughlin said that "the most important issue of our campaign is dealing with the administration."

"Father Burtchall," he continued, "asked tonight why there was so much student interest in this election. I believe that it is primarily due to their dissatisfaction with the administration's decisions this year, namely the calendar issue, the housing problem and the judicial code."

McLaughlin stated that "student leadership has been lacking this year," he argued that the only way to "stick it to the administration is to stick to the facts. We have to stick to sticking the administration with tact. We have to hit them on every issue like this."

McLaughlin argued that what is also needed is a "unification and clarification of our student organizations—the SLC, the HPC, and student Government." He explained that he believed there was no need for a separate executive coordinator to handle this task, but that it was the responsibility of the Student Body President.

McLaughlin promised to push for the adoption of Ed Rahill's revision of the judicial code which gives a definite listing of all student rights. "It is not radical, it is rational," he argued, "It has been approved and endorsed by the American Association of University Professors." McLaughlin insisted that this revision is needed because, "the present code only stresses philosophical issues and does nothing to explain basic student rights."

Misrepresentation

At the Keenan Hall forum, Capp repeated his charge that his campaign has been mislabeled "service-oriented." He blamed the media and his opponent's this "misrepresentation," claiming that his platform in full scope contained ideological as well as concrete proposals.

"Yes," explained Capp, "we've promised specific services like a meat co-op and the Stepan Center basketball courts, but we are also striving for other things." He offered his intent to push for a seat for the SBF on the central staff of the Student Affairs Office as an example of "the other dimension" of his campaign.

When questioned why his speeches earlier in the week "stuck to student services and only are now mentioning other things," McLaughlin countered that they were usually only allowed eight minutes to speak, whereas last night they were given fifteen minutes.

Another student pressed the issue, questioning whether the Capp-Ericksen platform was "misrepresented or is now changing." Capp explained that the media distorted the service aspect of his campaign, because the viability of his proposals were subject to attack by other candidates.

No specific commitments

McLaughlin argued that he has not made specific commitments for providing extensive services for off-campus students, because he "did not want to find once in office that they are impossible to meet. As of now, we don't see enough money available to finance a shuttle bus service or a food co-op."

"What we do promise," McLaughlin continued, "are things that we can initiate immediately once in office, without having you wait three months." He listed five such proposals: 1) the publication of food prices of all the stores in the area; 2) the publication of all statues, health codes and building codes concerning South Bend housing; 3) a computerized car pool for off-campus students; 4) pressure on community officials for better police protection, and 5) legal aid for anyone on or off campus in dealing with the University and landlords.

To hold Off-Campus Night

In addition to his proposals for a meat co-op and off-campus commissioners, Capp promised "to hold an Off-Campus Night to explain all the problems involved in living off-campus." He also proposed to have a group of former foreign students explain and advertise the University's overseas programs. "This would help in reducing the number of students wanting to live on campus."

TGIF parties planned

For improved on-campus social life Capp promised to sponsor "Thank God It's Friday" parties in the basement of LaFortune for individual halls. He also advocated giving more money to the halls from the student activities fee.

McLaughlin also said that more money should be allocated to the halls, but that some of it should be "earmarked for food functions so that it isn't all spent for kitchen utensils and basketballs." He insisted that the students should be allowed to choose how the money is to be spent and not subject to restrictions of hall rectors.

Improve social life

McLaughlin argued that there is something "more essential" to improve social life. "Before we sponsor more parties, we must move toward changing the University's current spirit on coeducation. We have to push for a relaxation of the restrictions put on our social life, including parties."

Ericksen explained that more money could be given to the halls next year by spending the $5,000 surplus from this year's Student Government budget. McLaughlin said that even more money could be generated by cutting down on "unnecessary Student Government expenses," such as Hot Dog Day.
New York (UPI) - A vandal sprayed red paint over Picasso's famed "Guernica" painting at the Museum of Modern Art Thursday. Police reported that the man was apprehended immediately. The painting, completed in 1937, commemorated the bombing of Guernica during the Spanish Civil War.

Cairo (UPI) - The United States and the United Arab Republic resumed diplomatic relations Thursday for the first time since 1967. President Anwar Sadat praised Secretary Kissinger's efforts for a Middle East settlement as bringing "a new era" and publicly advised that Syria go along.

On campus today

Friday, March 1, 1974

10 am, seminar- h.d. betz, library lounge
3 pm, seminar - "why exhibit?" with james parades, harold zider, maxine kimberly, jean bates, and jack schmidt, moreau gallery
4:30 pm, lecture- "reaction rates methods of analysis" by howard v. malshe, room 133 msh
6:30 track- nd vs. drake, field 4:30, running 7:00, acc
8:00 pm, duplicate bridge- everyone welcome, university club
7:00 pm, lensen communion service- (byzantine rite), holy cross ballroom
9:00-11:00 pm- huddle ball, start time room at the huddle, decadent a.m. mad millers, practical uses of space for mankind, wehner vom braun, ccc aud.
8:15 pm, concert- music of solo spon by smc colligate choir, marcia m. singers and kolic, auffleh aed
9:00 pm, coffeehouse- music by pete sneke, lower cafeteria, ame.

Saturday, March 2, 1974

2:00 pm, basketball- nd vs. villanova, acc
12:00-5:00 pm art exhibit- indiana printmakers and selections from dunbar prin moreau gallery
12:09-3:00 pm, art exhibit, "infinite labyrinthe," upper moreau gallery
8:00 & 10:00 pm cinema 74- "the quiet man" spon. by cac eng. aud. 8:10
8:15 pm, music & clastics, acc
8:15 pm, concert- "opera songs" by smc opera workshop, little theatre

Sunday, March 3, 1974

2:00 pm, basing, bengal hours, acc
8:00 pm drama- shakespeare's "measure for measure" with city center repertory company, o'laughin aud. ticket reser.
9:00 pm, seminar, mon-fri. student $3.00, general $5.00
9:00 pm, art exhibit- sharon brown senior comp. "experiments in creativity," hammers gallery.

Free dance by SMC Frosh

The St. Patrick's Day dance, sponsored by St. Mary's freshman class, is open to all students free of charge. However, anyone wishing to attend must have a ticket. Tickets will be distributed during lunch and dinner on Friday and Saturday at the dinning hall.

The dance will be held on Saturday, March 2, from 8:30 p.m. to 1:00 a.m. Music will be provided by the Crow Brothers. Keenan, Grace, and Panghorn halls are also sponsoring the dance.

Credit hour regulation

"I would be opposed to an extra surcharge," stated Hogan, "if the students are taking the courses as part of their regular program."

The policy is slated to be considered with the new academic regulations by the academic council. If the proposal is approved by the academic council it would then be evaluated by the council of dean offices.

Academic Council to view

"It is important to limit the number of credit hours students are taking the courses as part of their regular program."

Dean Joseph Hogan of the college of engineers finds some students taking advantage of the present system. An increasing number of students enter a university with advanced credit which allows them to graduate in a shorter period. If the requirement for a college is 120 hours, a student could take twenty hours each semester for three years, instead of the customary fifteen hours for four years. In three years such a student would have obtained an education comparable to that obtained by others only after an additional year of study and expense.

The change which originated among the various colleges is a quality versus quantity decision. Dean Thomas Murphy of the college of Business Administration, and 138 hours in Engineering. None of these programs necessitate a student taking over eighteen credit hours in one semester. The proposal will not include ROTC courses.

The policy is intended to limit both student and faculty overloads. Students are subject to the number of credits covered by the general base tuition which varies among the different colleges. Presently the limit is expected to be eighteen credits for two of the colleges and seventeen for two others. Students will not be charged for the credit hours which are part of their basic curriculum. At present the credit hour requirements are 120 hours in Arts and Letters, 138 hours in Business Administration, and 148 hours in Engineering. None of these programs necessitate a student taking over eighteen credit hours in one semester. The proposal will not include ROTC courses.

The change which originated among the various colleges is a quality versus quantity decision. Dean Thomas Murphy of the college of Business Administration, and 138 hours in Engineering. None of these programs necessitate a student taking over eighteen credit hours in one semester. The proposal will not include ROTC courses.

"It is important to limit the number of credit hours students are taking the courses as part of their regular program."

The policy is slated to be considered with the new academic regulations by the academic council. If the proposal is approved by the academic council it would then be evaluated by the council of dean offices.
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Dr. Henry

Comments on visitation changes

by Pattie Cooney
St. Mary's Editor

In a statement released to the Observer, Dr. Edward L. Henry, President of St. Mary's College, commented on the extended male visitation policy.

Here is the text of the statement.

"The Board of Regents, through its representatives on the Committee to study life styles on campus, made it clear that the original resolution passed by the Regents on February 8 had been misinterpreted, and that they had not contemplated going as late as midnight on visiting hours. It was clear that should I go beyond 10 p.m. that it would be contrary to Board wishes, and the decision would be overridden. Consequently, though the announced hours do not necessarily reflect my personal choice, I had to operate within the parameters set for me by the Board of Regents. The decision is not ungenerous although it is not a perfect one. It does increase visiting hours 400 per cent and makes provision for improvement in other aspects of campus life styles. It is admittedly a compromise seeking a middle ground that will not alienate any one of our constituencies."

"Dr. Henry's statement should number of the students and of parents express the wish to be exempted from the policy, alternative living quarters would have to be made available. However, if such a situation was to develop, implementation of the parietal policy would take effect in the fall, since large groups of students would be unable to relocate at this time of the year. The student representatives on the committee, Denise Peterson, Carol Collins, and Joanne Garrett fully support Henry's statement and will be releasing their own statement to the student body this Monday.

Workshop set for Augusta plan

by Pattie Cooney
St. Mary's Editor

A workshop for St. Mary's Juniors interested in the Augusta Hall experiment will be held on Saturday, March 2, at 10 a.m., in Stapleton Lounge, Le Mans Hall. This meeting is mandatory for any of next year's seniors who wish to live in Augusta.

The experiment proposes to have 40 to 50 self-responsible seniors live in the north wing of Augusta Hall next year. Those participating in the experiment will establish and enforce their own living policies within state legal bounds. They will also have their elected student government representative. At least once in the year, they will be asked to evaluate and analyze the program.

"By showing responsibility in the actions and policies made by the residents of Augusta Hall, it would be demonstrated to parents, administration, and faculty, as well as to students, that St. Mary's students can handle self-responsibility, even in an autonomous living situation," commented Marty Kabbes, President of Le Mans Hall, who initiated the proposal in December.

The counseling office will be conducting tests on those participating in the experiment. Questionnaires and tests will be administered before the participants move into Augusta and at the end of the year.

The counseling tests are one of the most important benefits in the program," commented Housing Director Mrs. Karen O'Neil. "A lot can be learned from comparing the participants before and after they move into Augusta and from comparing them to a control group in one of the other dorms," she continued.

City Center

Performing Arts Company

O'Laughlin Auditorium, Saint Mary's College

MARCH 3-8:00 P.M.—MEASURE FOR MEASURE

MARCH 4-8:00 P.M.—THREE SISTERS

Tickets: $3.50—Students: $2.00—Reservations: 284-4176

9:4 Monday — Friday

Curtis Enterprises and New Era Records

Spring Get Away

OVER $10,000 IN PRIZES TO BE AWARDED! ENTER NOW!

YOU COULD WIN THE VACATION OF YOUR LIFETIME!

Grand Prize

1. Five sunfilled days — four fantastic nights at the pool “Pier 66 Motel” on the ocean at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA!
2. First Class round trip transportation from winner’s location to FT. LAUDERDALE!
3. Honda rental bike during the duration of your stay!
4. Dinner for two at the fabulous “Pink Plush Cat”!
5. Dinner for two at the “Windjammer”!
6. Dinner for two at “Pier 66” — the world’s most fantastic supper club overlooking the beautiful blue ATLANTIC!
7. $100.00 credit account in your name at “She” — the swingiest disco spot in Florida! Top name entertainment seven days a week!
8. $50.00 credit account in your name at “The Button” — Lauderdale’s leading after-hours club!
9. $100.00 cash — to spend as you please!

10 Each Second Prizes

1. Three days, two nights at Holiday Inn, on the ocean, at FT. LAUDERDALE, FLORIDA.
2. Round trip transportation from winner’s location.
3. Dinner for two at “The Windjammer.”
4. $25.00 credit account in your name at "She.”
5. $25.00 cash — to spend as you please.

1,000 Third Prizes

1. Any one stereo LP or 8 track tape of your choice listed in the current New Era Records Catalog.

RULES AND REGULATIONS

1. Contest open only to bonafide students of an accredited college or university
2. Winners will be selected by the W.A. Wohlt Corporation, an independent judging panel of citizens at large.
3. Winners will be selected at random and the decision of the judges will be final. A list of all winners will be available upon written request to New Era Records
4. Prizes, prints, or information of prizes provided on coupon —
5. Prizes must be postmarked NOT LATER THAN March 8th, 1974.
6. No purchase necessary.

Curtis Enterprises — New Era Records

"If I certify that I am a student at ____________________________
(name of school)

Address__________________________

City__________________________State__________________________Zip__________________________

Phon__________________________
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The Colonial

Pancake House

"Enjoy a snack or dinner"

35 Varieties of Pancakes

Chicken - Steak - Sandwiches

Friday Nights: Prime Rib Dinner

U.S. 31 (Dixie Way) North
(Across from Holiday Inn)

Your Host

Bob Edward ND '50

enter the

PITTSBURGH PAINTS coloring contest

The World of Karl Marx

Revolutionary Theory and Practice

General Psychology

Behavioral Principles and the

Exceptional Child

Introduction in above course

Biblical Theology

Missile Education (July 1-15)

Introduction to Sociology

Social Problems

Summer Theatre Workshop

Intensive Beginning Italian

(May 30-31; 3 sem. hrs. to fulfill

Home Program requirement)
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Husband-wife teaching teams

Committee "W" proposes part-time teachers

by Jane Thornton
Staff Reporter

What's Committee "W" answer to the dearth of women faculty members? It proposes part-time appointments to the Regular Teaching Faculty to attract both teaching teams to the university. The report requires three amendments to the Academic Manual and also includes fringe benefits, responsibilities and tenure. The basic provision is that part-time appointments will become possible to the Regular Teaching Faculty. These appointments will be permitted at all ranks of the Regular Teaching Faculty. The program includes an introduction by Senator Percy concerning his position on several political issues followed by a question and answer period. The Chicago Club of Notre Dame will host a public reception in the Grace Tower conversation area later in the evening. The program also includes a report on the Constitutional budgetary process along with strong influence in the struggle for drug abuse and treatment act. Sitting on joint economic committees, Percy was involved in the initial Republican proposal for a Senate investigation into Watergate. The report requires three amendments to the Academic Manual and also includes fringe benefits, responsibilities and tenure.

Salary and fringe benefits would correspond to the fractional amount of time served. Responsibilities of part-time faculty members encompasses the same areas as full-time faculty members and will be appointed according to work load. Part-time appointees will have full voting privileges in departmental and university affairs and the right to serve on and be elected representatives to the various bodies and committees of the university. Regular Faculty members holding part-time appointments as Assistants, Professors and Associate Professors may claim extension of time in untenured status. Tenure may be granted to part-time faculty members under this plan.

The policy appears on the Academic Council's spring agenda. Dugan is hopeful that the proposal will pass since the university itself is drafting a similar plan.

Senator Percy plans Sunday appearance

by Cecilia Michel
Staff Reporter

Senator Charles Percy of Illinois, an announced candidate for the Republican Presidential nomination in 1976 will appear at Notre Dame Sunday. Senator Percy will speak before the ND community at Stepan Center at 7:30 p.m.

The program includes an introduction by Senator Percy concerning his position on several political issues followed by a question and answer period. The Chicago Club of Notre Dame will host a public reception in the Grace Tower conversation area later in the evening.

Well known throughout the arts and sciences, Percy was reelected to a second term in the Senate in 1972. Beginning his political career as a Senate member in 1966, Percy professes a strong conviction in the American "work ethic". A champion of consumer interest, Percy's Senate activities include a proposed reformation of the Congressional budgetary process along with strong influence in the struggle for drug abuse and treatment act. Sitting on joint economic committees, Percy was involved in the initial Republican proposal for a Senate investigation into Watergate.

Senator Percy has already entered his bid for the Republican candidate in the 1976 Presidential race. The Senator is running for the end of all price and wage controls as well as voting against passage off the emergency energy bill.

Interested in integrity and what the "voters want", Senator Percy is entering the Presidential campaign circuit with an optimistic but realistic, "hard work" attitude. The Senator will continue his campaign at Notre Dame, arriving in South Bend Sunday. Sponsored by the Student Union Academic Community Committee, Percy's talk is open to the public without charge.

SMC to host Fine Arts Festival

The music, art, and drama department of South Bend College will host the Second Annual Fine Arts Festival, February 28 through March 2. Highlights of the festival include the Pulitizer Prize-winning composer Norman Dello Joio who will make a reading of his work, "The Mass," at 8 p.m. on the opening night, Thursday, February 28. Dello Joio, whose work, "The Mass," was premiered at the 125th anniversary observance of the College in 1960, will conduct a forum, "The Composer Speaks," at 4:30 in the Little Theatre, located in Moreau Hall.

Friday afternoon, March 1 at 3 p.m. an art seminar will be held in the auditorium. Honoring "Why Exhbits?" will be area artists James Paradis, 19th-century French, Harold Ziska, Maxime Kimerly, Jean Battles, and Jack Schnidt. Friday evening, the music of Dello Joio will be performed by the St. Mary's College Collegiate Choir, the Madrigal Singers, and soloists at 8:15 p.m. at O'Laughlin Auditorium.

A duo recital featuring the Portneys will be presented Wednesday, March 6, at 8:15 p.m. in the Little Theatre. Tickets for this event are $1.00. A special showing of selected works by Noman Laliberte, an internationally known multi-media artist, will be Thursday, February 28 in the Upper Moreau Gallery, and run during the Festival. Included in this exhibit will be works completed by Laliberte in the late 1960s and early 1970s, years he spent as a member of the College's art department.

The traveling Indiana Printmakers show is being hosted by the Upper Moreau Gallery through March 6, as is the Dunbarton Collection of Prints. An exhibit of the work of Harold Ziska will continue in the Hammes Gallery through March 1.

Admission to all Festival events is free, except where previously noted. For reservations or additional information, please contact the office of programming at 232-5853, between the hours of 8 a.m. and 4 p.m. Monday through Friday.

Special Weekend Room Rates for Notre Dame Parents or Visitors

$6.95 Single occupancy
$8.95 Double occupancy

No Notre Dame identification required, just mention this ad. Effective any Fri., Sat., or Sun. thru June 15th, 1974 and continues to May 18 and 19.

Hickory Inn Motel
50305 U.S. 31 North
South Bend, Indiana 46637

3 miles North of the Tollroad
Cable T.V., Air Cond., Phones.
Send this ad to your parents

Sunday and Saturday at 8 and 10 pm in the Engineering Aud.
Admission $1.00 Patrons Free

Cinema 74 presents:
"THE QUIET MAN"

starring
John Wayne and Maureen O'Hara

Saturday and Sunday

Thru June 15th, 1974 except May 18 and 19.

NOW RENTING
one and two bedroom furnished apartments

VISIT OUR REPRESENTATIVE IN THE OFF-CAMPUS OFFICE IN THE BASEMENT OF THE LAFORETTE STUDENT CENTER

WEDNESDAY 1-5
THURSDAY 1-5
FRIDAY 1-5

OR CALL 332-5853
Crestwood Management Company
"APARTMENTS WITH THE STUDENT IN MIND"

National Coordinating Committee for Justice Under Law

PRISON REFORM BENEFIT CONCERT with
JOHN DENVER and Nitty Gritty Dirt Band
STEVE GOODMAN
Bill OLIVER Swofford
MAY 30 MONDAY 4:00 P.M.
NOTRE DAME Athletic & Convocation Center
Ticket Prices:
$6.95 (VIP)
$3.50 (General)
Tickets on sale NOW at ACC Ticket Office.
Again—Vote Capp

Round Two starts today at lunch time when the tickets of Ray Capp-Greg Ericksen and Pat McLaughlin-Frank Flanagan pair off in the run-off voting.

On Monday, The Observer supported the candidacy of Capp and Ericksen in the primary and today this newspaper restates its stand behind Capp and Ericksen as they enter the final round of voting.

Throughout the campaign, candidates have claimed that Capp and Ericksen could not effectively run Student Government, because they were newcomers. Other candidates said that because they were new to the government, it would take weeks, maybe months, for them to become accustomed to the mechanics of working in Student Government. But in the long run, their newness is rather to their advantage. The election of these two will inject new blood into Student Government along with new, fresh ideas.

Thought they have been publicized mainly for their service-oriented ticket can supply the leadership that is necessary today in Student Government. It will be their responsibility likewise to protect students' rights and push for judicial reform. It is believed at The Observer that Capp-Ericksen can meet these needs.

—The Editorial Board

Support Prison Reform

Monday night some talented musicians will be playing a benefit at Notre Dame, the proceeds of which will be directed to a group called the National Coordinating Committee for Justice Under Law who are working to implement an "Alternative to Prison Program."

The idea is one that should be considered, because it will initiate a great deal of discussion, starting here next week following the concert when the group will hold a two-day conference on their ideas. Included in the group that will be discussing this alternative are the Indiana State Legislative Counsel, a Junior Indiana State Senator, a couple bishops of the Catholic Church and hopefully Senator Birch Bayh among others.

The alternative involves giving inmates an opportunity to work and be trained for a study job while living with counselors instead of serving a prison term. The idea is going to be tried in Washington and a similar project was undertaken in 1966 at the Indiana State Farm at Pendleton under the direction of Notre Dame Professor Hugh O'Brien.

The idea is a sound one and at least merits a great deal of discussion and investigation. To do this, it must be funded and that's the purpose of the Monday night show. Buy a ticket for the show and lend your support to an important cause at the same time.

—Jerry Lutkus

William Murphy
Dear Freshmen

In my day to day dealings with you I keep thinking how different you are from us seniors. Not trying to speak for all seniors, I can remember many of us who were mystified by the awesome image of Notre Dame when we arrived in South Bend as freshmen. To more than a few it was a place that we had dreamed of coming to for some ridiculouisly long periods of time.

Again, not trying to generalize, I've noticed that this year's freshmen have a clearer view of Notre Dame. You seem more mature. You are definitely less baffled by the idea of Notre Dame. And deep inside, although it goes against my grain to admit, you will all be better off because of it.

I don't blame the seniors for not seeing Notre Dame with a clear mind. We had a lot going against us.

For those of us who really dreamed about this place there was a lot of lore to get lost in. Old pictures, stories and traditions to get caught up in. We were being juggled by Joe Theismann and Notre Dame and a ball game at the Cotton Bowl and beating UCLA. The idea of Ted Hesburgh alone was a divine mystery. We had to deal with the concert-date syndrome and it was almost a full time job to make contacts at St. Mary's when this was still an all male institution.

It is easy wonder we didn't get our first real look at du Lac until pre-registration for sophomore year?

Now I don't mean to say your class hasn't had its moments either. You've had a National Championship and a UCLA victory. But you seem to have put things in a more even perspective. You haven't let these big events cloud your minds when it comes to the rest of this place.

You can see what the administration can really be like. You've gotten to know what kind of people they really are much quicker than we seniors ever did.

You know Father Burtchaell. You've seen where administration priorities really lie. And what's more, I believe you have found out that Notre Dame is not just a place. It is the people you come here with. The administration seems to forget that it's these people who have gone and still go on who make this place. It's the people who perpetuate the tradition and move on. It's the people who contribute the money.

You know, we as finally know, that these people whom you live with while you're here are what makes this place great. From all over the country and from so many different backgrounds, they shape your life while the administration, claiming to be Notre Dame, accepts the credit.

Why? I'm not sure I can explain it. There are as many answers as there are different kinds of people. Your maturity is one answer. I believe the presence of women as normal members of your life style is another.

The whole point of this article is this. Since you've grasped the picture of the whole Notre Dame so quickly, use it to your advantage. If you know this place isn't for you, get out while you can. Don't wait till you're stuck here, unable to transfer out. But if this place is for you, enjoy its best part...the people. Don't shut yourself up in your room or the Library. Let them affect you. And don't do it just in the bars. Do it in the art gallery, the dining hall, the Rock, and most especially in the dorm.

To put it in the administration's crass terms: you're paying to come to Notre Dame...get your money's worth!
Headlining Monday night’s Prison Reform Benefit concert will be John Den­ver, a man who plays and composes some of the prettiest folk music around. The RCA release of his greatest hits has recently received attention, particularly on radio stations. Denver’s albums have been selling very well in recent years. His latest album, "Take Me Home, Country Roads," has been one of the biggest sellers of the year, and no doubt several more copies will be sold after this concert.

Denver has been recognized as a creative force in the music world since 1967, when he first appeared on the scene. His career was discovered in his hometown of Colorado in the fall of 1967 when his song "Rocky Mountain High" was discovered in his hometown of Colorado in the fall of 1970.

The style of his music can be described as very full, due to his use of a 12-string guitar and twelve string guitars. His arrangements are tastefully done, with only a small amount of the orchestra that ruins so many albums of folk music. Much of the credit for the recording must go to producer Mill Okun, who also produced Peter, Paul, and Mary and the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.

The Tonight Show is one of the most prestigious organizations, of love, and of nature. He is not afraid to interpret other people’s songs, whether they be his friend Bill Danielson’s, or some from Lennon & McCartney. Perhaps John Denver is best described as very easy listening.

Appearing with Denver on Monday night will be Steve Goodman, a folk singer whose style of music can be described as very full, due to his use of a 12-string guitar and twelve string guitars. His arrangements are tastefully done, with only a small amount of the orchestra that ruins so many albums of folk music. Much of the credit for the recording must go to producer Mill Okun, who also produced Peter, Paul, and Mary and the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.

The style of his music can be described as very full, due to his use of a 12-string guitar and twelve string guitars. His arrangements are tastefully done, with only a small amount of the orchestra that ruins so many albums of folk music. Much of the credit for the recording must go to producer Mill Okun, who also produced Peter, Paul, and Mary and the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.

The style of his music can be described as very full, due to his use of a 12-string guitar and twelve string guitars. His arrangements are tastefully done, with only a small amount of the orchestra that ruins so many albums of folk music. Much of the credit for the recording must go to producer Mill Okun, who also produced Peter, Paul, and Mary and the Nitty Gritty Dirt Band.
Touching the White House

Editor: During the other day's news conference held by Pres. Nixon the subject of Alexander Solzhenitsyn was brought up. Nixon was asked about his reaction to the case of Solzhenitsyn and whether it would effect him, what our reaction would be? The price of a man's freedom is so high that most of us cannot afford to make a statement regarding the so-called leader of the free West that has not condemned the world that has not condemned the Soviet Union. Perhaps the Nixon administration really believe. If they did, they would have condemned it. Not the half an hour before Dr. Liu's talk reinforcing an earlier agreement that a reporter would be in Howard to cover the event. Much to my dismay, no one from your office ever came.

Saul. Solzhenitsyn has showed courage that most of us cannot really believe. One wonders if the Soviet Union can see if Solzhenitsyn was out of the country and not in trouble. That lukewarm statement by Mr. Hall held another event in the Chapel. Your office notified well in advance of the On Campus Today deadline about our "free and open to all" musical festivity which included talented musirians from all over campus. Despite The Observer's failure to publish these announcements, both activities were successful. Nevertheless, your office has been remiss in its responsibilities and I would like your assurances that some improvement will be made in regard to these matters.

How Do You Do It?

Editor: Upon a cursory examination of Observer's recommendations for the upcoming SLC election, one could not help but feel relieved. At last, there was a credible source which one could refer to and upon which an ultimate determination could be made. Obviously, some reliable criterion is needed in evaluating the candidates, as most SLC platforms are rather vague and general. However, upon closer inspection, the feeling of relief is quickly replaced by confusion and dismay. One can only wonder and marvel at the adornment process of the Observer. Two questions immediately come to mind. First, what standards do they base their judgements upon? The only mention that would even approach a general explanation is the allusions... have any judicial or bail experience and most have failed to do their "homework" in anticipation of their running for this body — I think evident then, that no such valid explanation is preferred. The second question that comes up is what constitutes the "ratings" of recommended, satisfactory or questionable? This conclusion, in part, arises because no one outside The Observer staff have any reasonable idea what standards these determinations are based on. But even further, the three aforementioned "ratings" are so vague and ambiguous as to render them useless. Furthermore, what about the interviews with the candidates, assuming that they did have them? What qualities were they looking for? These, among other questions, are in need of some sort of response in order to lend any credence to The Observer's so-called SLC endorsements. Come on, what do they take us for? Do they really expect us to accept their judgements are reasonable or worthwhile on blind faith alone? It is unfortunate indeed, that this paper would admit intentionally or not, such irresponsible and naive attitude on that up-to-date student government.

Reason to Hope

Editor: Deborah de Lorenzo's article "Time for Truce" on Thursday was just great. She took the words right out of my mouth, and presented the situation here quite well. J. Barry O'Neill also put the problem in good perspective, but told me he is pessimistic about the future.
Irish tracksters host Bulldogs

by P.e.e McCullagh

Let's place the Notre Dame track team in perspective. No fanatic crowds, no cheerleaders, or abundance of scholarship athletics aid in this winning season. It labors under a schedule involving some of the strongest Big Ten Mid-American and independent track squads. Add to this the fact that there is a cross of the team members are called such as tracksters, blinders and harriers.

With all this going against them, it is no wonder that track coach Don Foley's charges have a markedly successful year. The season is over, and the Notre Dame tracksters are finishing strong. The team, led by Irish sophomore Keith Wilkes and Kansas' Tom Kovisto exchanging places almost daily. Kovisto currently heads Wilkes by less than 900 votes. The NU guard has accumulated 32,896 votes to 56,818 for the Bruin forerunner. But both will be nationally televised with Notre Dame's Digger Phelps and Arkansas' Ned Wallik directing the attacks.

The top eight votegetters on each side are extended invitations to play in the contest whose proceeds are distributed to 10 charitable recipients including Multiple Sclerosis and Sickle Cell Anemia. The remaining two squad members are named by a national media and coaching panel. Pizza Hut Classic voting leaders, by squad and rank:

**EAST**

**WEST**

**Fencing streak stretched to 23**

The Notre Dame fencing team ran its current winning streak to 23 when it defeated Minnesota, 44-0, in a triangular match in Crestwood, Ohio, Friday afternoon. The fighting Irish Wayne State, winner of the Great Lakes Tournament last year, proved they are no pushovers. The NCAAsatellite slanted in favor of the Fighting Irish.

At the present time the Tartars have a 26-game winning streak and have captured 44 of their last 46 bouts, their two defeats coming at the hands of the Fighting Irish. Wayne State, winner of the Great Lakes Tournament last year, proved they are no pushovers. The NCAA'satellite slanted in favor of the Fighting Irish.

**Anne Cisle**

_The Last Hurrah_""
Bengals open on Sunday

Notre Dame's annual Bengal Bouts have produced a long line of fine boxers. One of the best, and this year's favorite in the 165-pound division, is senior Pat McGrath, a pre-med major and president of the Boxing Club.

In his four years of competition, Pat has an overall record of 6-1, having the 135-champ Larry Semerad last year. With his skillful technique, quick feet and fast, powerful punches, Pat has consistently impressed both the fans and the judges. But he foresees stiff competition this year. "Steve Duffy, a fellow senior, has looked excellent so far in practice. I certainly didn't lessen the competition by moving into the weight class," Pat has said.

The McGrath name has long been associated with boxers in the Bengal Bouts program. All four of Pat's older brothers have participated here, and with Pat the youngest, this will be the last year fans will have the opportunity to see a "fighting McGrath" in the Bengal tourney.

In addition to his fine record as a journey boxer, Pat has served the Bengal program this year as president. In this capacity he is more or less the "assistant manager" of the Bouts with Director Dominic Napolitano.

The Bengal Bouts are so named because the profits from the program are used to support the Holy Cross mission in Bangladesh. Pat is proud to note that last year, the Club sent $7,000 to the missionaries.

The Bouts are funded strictly on donations, ads in the programs and admission fees.

Pat's high school in Oak Park, Ill. didn't have a boxing program so he only been boxing his four years at Notre Dame. But that has given him ample opportunity to form some strong opinions about the sport.

"Some people have a feeling that boxing is a brutal sport, that boxers are out there simply to beat each other's heads in. This attitude is based simply on lack of understanding. Boxing is a highly technical and scientific sport. Nappy does a great job, and emphasizes ability not brute strength. We haven't had a single serious injury in the 6 years of the Bengal Bouts program. When people become aware of these things, their attitudes generally change. You learn a lot about sportsmanship especially when you walk back to the locker room with the guy you just fought."

After graduation Pat plans to attend medical school. But ironic it may seem, he feels his participation in the Bengal program and the charitable funds he has helped raise have prepared him well for this career.

Bartzen, Hawkins lead skiers

by Judy Rausenhorst

The Notre Dame Ski Team wound up its racing season last weekend with individuals bringing home medals in the Eastern Regional Championships of the Midwestern Collegiate Ski Association.

Pete Bartzen, senior captain, placed first overall in the men's slalom Saturday, to capture his second gold medal of the season. With a first run of 26 seconds and a second run of 22.2 seconds, Bartzen overcame the competition of nine participating colleges. Other finishes in the slalom event were made by team president Bob Hellmuth in sixteenth and freshman Steve L'Heureux who placed twentieth.

In the women's slalom event, sophomore Anne Hawkins finished a strong sixth, closely followed by her teammate Judy Duffy, a fellow senior, has looked excellent so far in practice. I certainly didn't lessen the competition by moving into the weight class," Pat has said.

The McGrath name has long been associated with boxers in the Bengal Bouts program. All four of Pat's older brothers have participated here, and with Pat the youngest, this will be the last year fans will have the opportunity to see a "fighting McGrath" in the Bengal tourney.

In addition to his fine record as a journey boxer, Pat has served the Bengal program this year as president. In this capacity he is more or less the "assistant manager" of the Bouts with Director Dominic Napolitano.

The Bengal Bouts are so named because the profits from the program are used to support the Holy Cross mission in Bangladesh. Pat is proud to note that last year, the Club sent $7,000 to the missionaries.

The Bouts are funded strictly on donations, ads in the programs and admission fees.

Pat's high school in Oak Park, Ill. didn't have a boxing program so he only been boxing his four years at Notre Dame. But that has given him ample opportunity to form some strong opinions about the sport.

"Some people have a feeling that boxing is a brutal sport, that boxers are out there simply to beat each other's heads in. This attitude is based simply on lack of understanding. Boxing is a highly technical and scientific sport. Nappy does a great job, and emphasizes ability not brute strength. We haven't had a single serious injury in the 6 years of the Bengal Bouts program. When people become aware of these things, their attitudes generally change. You learn a lot about sportsmanship especially when you walk back to the locker room with the guy you just fought."

After graduation Pat plans to attend medical school. But ironic it may seem, he feels his participation in the Bengal program and the charitable funds he has helped raise have prepared him well for this career.
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Fanatics say:

GO IRISH
Bury the Badgers

52° fashion

Wear it with almost anything... wear it day and night... wear it looped or loose it long. Our 52° rope, with twisted strands of soft tan, will...
Ticket Manager Don Bouffard yesterday announced plans for the distribution of NCAA tournament tickets to Notre Dame students. Tickets for Notre Dame's first regional game, which will be played in Terre Haute, Ind., on March 9, will be on sale at the ticket office on the second floor of the ACC on Monday, March 4 (1-4 p.m.) and Tuesday, March 5 (9 a.m. - noon). The tickets will be sold on a first-come, first-served basis, and will sell for $4.00 apiece.

Bouffard stressed that Notre Dame students will be given first consideration in the sale of tickets to the Terre Haute game, but he also stressed that, because of the limited supply, only one ticket can be sold to each ND student, and that each student will have to present his own I.D. at the time of purchase.

Payment for tickets to the Regional semi and finals should be made in cash, and the ticket office will mail the tickets out to their purchasers during the week of March 11. Should the Irish fail to advance beyond Terre Haute, payment will be returned to the students—by mail—during that same week.

The arrangements are much the same for the final round, which will be held March 23-25 in Tuscaloosa, Ala. Ticket price for that series (again a two-session set) has been set at $20 per student—ticket includes both sessions—and tickets for the national semi and finals will be offered for sale at the convocation ticket office at the same time as the tickets for the Regional finals in Tuscaloosa.

Students purchasing tickets for the Greensboro round may either have them mailed to their home addresses, or can pick them up at the ticket office upon their return from Spring Break.

If the Irish do not advance beyond the regional finals, payment made for the games at Greensboro may also be picked up at the ticket office upon return from Spring Break.

Bouffard stressed that Notre Dame students will be given first consideration in the sale of tickets to the Terre Haute game, but he also stressed that, because of the limited supply, only one ticket can be sold to each ND student, and that each student will have to present his own I.D. at the time of purchase.

Tickets for the Tuscaloosa series will sell for a first-come, first-served basis, and will sell for $4.00 apiece.

If the Irish win at Terre Haute, they will proceed to the Regional semi and finals, which will be held in Tuscaloosa, Ala., on March 14 and 16. Tickets for that two-day, two-session series will go on sale at the Notre Dame ticket office (again on the second floor of the building) on Tuesday, March 5 (1 p.m.-4 p.m.) and Wednesday, March 6 (all day).

Tickets for the Tuscaloosa series will sell for a first-come, first-served basis, and will sell for $4.00 apiece.
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Notre Dame accepts NCAA bid
First tournament game set for Terre Haute vs. OVC winner